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Mrk 509 was observed by XMM-Newton and INTEGRAL in October/November 2009, with one
observation every four days for a total of ten observations. Each observation has been fitted with a
realistic thermal Comptonization model for the continuum emission. Prompted by the correlation
between the UV and soft X-ray flux, we used a thermal Comptonization component for the soft
X-ray excess. The UV to X-ray/gamma-ray emission of Mrk 509 can be well fitted by these
components, pointing to the existence of a hot (kT ∼ 100 keV), optically-thin (τ ∼ 0.5) corona
producing the primary continuum. In contrast, the soft X-ray component requires a warm (kT ∼
1 keV), optically-thick (τ ∼ 10-20) plasma. Estimates of the amplification ratio for this warm
plasma support a configuration relatively close to the “theoretical” configuration of a slab corona
above a passive disk. This plasma could be the warm upper layer of the accretion disk. In contrast,
the hot corona has a more photon-starved geometry. The high temperature (∼ 100 eV) of the soft-
photon field entering and cooling it favors a localization of the hot corona in the inner flow. This
soft-photon field could be part of the comptonized emission produced by the warm plasma.
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1. The data
Mrk 509 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy that harbors a super massive black hole of 1.4×108 solar masses
[6]. It was the object of an intense optical/UV/X-rays/gamma-rays campaign in late 2009, with the
participation of five satellites (XMM-Newton, INTEGRAL, Swift, Chandra, and HST) and ground-
based telescopes (WHT and PAIRITEL). The source characteristics and the whole campaign are
explained in [3]. The main objective of this campaign was to study in detail the physical properties
and structure of the warm-absorber outflows in Mrk 509. The heart of the monitoring are ten
simultaneous XMM-Newton/INTEGRAL observations, with one observation every four days (60
ks with XMM-Newton and 120 ks with INTEGRAL). We have tested these simultaneous UV to
X-rays/gamma rays data against physically motivated broad band models [8].
2. Model-independent results
2.1 Correlations
An important result observed during this campaign is the strong correlation between the UV
and soft X-ray (<0.5 keV) flux, while no correlation was found between the UV and the hard (>3
keV) X-rays (see [4] and Fig. 1a). This suggests that the UV and soft X-ray excess variability
observed on the timescale of the campaign is produced by the same spectral component, possibly
thermal Comptonization.
2.2 Principal component analysis
We perform a principal component analysis (PCA) to search for variability patterns. The
first PCA components are those that reproduce most of the observed variability, with the others
dominated by the statistical noise in the data. We have plotted the two first principal components
of our analysis in Fig. 1b. The first component consists mainly in a variability mode dominated
by flux variations in the hard energy range (> 1 keV). Most of the sample variance (>87%) is
produced by this component. The second PCA component is dominated by variability below 1
keV, and represents 10% of the total variance. The 4% of variance left is distributed between
the higher order components not shown here. This result nicely supports the idea that two main
components are dominating the broad-band variability of this campaign, one in the UV-soft X-rays
and the other in the hard X-rays.
3. Spectral analysis
The purpose of the present paper is not to test different models (especially concerning the
soft X-ray excess or the primary continuum). We instead make the choice of fiting a few, physi-
cally motivated spectral components, which will permit us to discuss the corresponding physical
interpretation of the data in depth.
3.1 The model components
The warm absorber: the WA has been comprehensively analyzed by [1], and we refer the reader
to this article for more details. We produced a table from the best model of the WA derived from
this analysis and included this table in XSPEC.
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Figure 1: a) Count rate-count rate correlation coefficients between different energy bands for the 10 observations. In 
each panel, the light curves are correlated with the one marked with the vertical dotted lines. We have overplotted the 
95% and 99% confidence levels for the significance of the correlation with horizontal dot-dashed and dashed lines, 
respectively.  b) The two principal mode of variability. The upper panels show the time average spectrum (dashed line) 
and the spectra corresponding to the extrema of the first (left) and second (right) variability mode.  The middle panels 
show the ratio of the maximum and minimum spectra to the total spectrum of the source. The bottom panels show the 
contribution of each component to the total variance as a function of energy.
The soft X-ray excess: Following [4], we chose to model the UV-soft X-ray emission by thermal
Comptonization of what we call a WARM corona in the following. We used the NTHCOMP model
of XSPEC. The free parameters of NTHCOMP are the temperature of the corona kTwc 1, the soft-
photon temperature Tbb,wc, and the asymptotic power-law index Γwc of the spectrum. Note however
that NTHCOMP does not provide the corona optical depth directly. It has to be deduced in another
manner, generally by comparing its spectral shape to another model that provides the optical depth.
This is, however, a possible source of uncertainties. In the following, the optical depth of the WARM
corona is deduced from a comparison with the EQPAIR model.
The primary continuum: We used the Comptonization model COMPPS [10] of XSPEC to model
the high-energy primary continuum. COMPPS is well adapted to reproducing the emission of a hot
and optically thin plasma, i.e., what we call the HOT corona in the following. The fit parameters
of COMPPS are the temperature of the corona kThc2 , either the optical depth τhc or the parameter
yhc = 4
kThc
mec2
τhc, where yhc is equivalent to the Compton parameter for small (< 1) optical depths,
the temperature of the soft photons produced by the cold phase kTbb,hc (also assuming a multicolor-
disk distribution) and the geometry of the disk-corona configuration. We prefer to use the Compton
parameter instead of the optical depth in the fitting procedure to minimize the model degeneracy.
Indeed, the temperature and optical depth are generally strongly correlated in the fitting procedure,
1The letters “wc” means warm corona and refer to all the parameters of the NTHCOMP model.
2The letters “hc” mean hot corona, and refer to all the parameters of the COMPPS model.
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Figure 2: a) Time evolution of the different fit parameters. From top to bottom: the HOT corona temperature Thc, 
Compton parameter yhc, optical depth τhc, and the WARM corona temperature Twc, photon index Γwc, optical depth 
τwc, and the soft photon temperatures Tbb,wc and Tbb,hc. The solid lines show the best-fit constant values and the dashed 
lines the 1σ uncertainties. b) Unfolded best-fit model of the total data spectrum. The data are the black crosses. The 
solid black line is the best-fit model including all absorption (WA and Galactic). The dashed lines correspond to the 
different spectral components, HOT (in red) and WARM (in blue) corona emission as well as the reflection (magenta) 
including the effects of absorptions, while the dotted lines are absorption free. c) Compton amplification ratio for the 
WARM (bottom curve) and HOT (top curve) coronae, respectively. The dotted line is the expected value for a thick 
corona in radiative equilibrium above a passive disk.
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P.-O. Petrucci et al.: Multiwavelength campaign on Mrk 509 XII. Broad band spectral analysis.
Fig. 5. Unfolded best-fit model of the total data spectrum using
a thermal Comptonization component (compps in xspec) for
the primary continuum. The data are the black crosses. The solid
black line is the best-fit model including all absorption (WA and
Galactic). The dashed lines correspond to the different spectral
components, hot (in red) andwarm (in blue) corona emission as
well as the reflection (magenta) produced by pexmon including
the effects of absorptions, while the dotted line are absorption
free.
to include the COS and FUSE data in our spectral analysis.
5.2.3. The total spectrum
First, we assume the same soft-photon tempera ures
for the two Compt niz tion models, i.e., Tbb,hc=Tbb,wc.
The fit is very bad with χ2/dof =8850/691, and the
data/model ratio shows several features in the X-rays.
Relaxing the constraint of equal soft temperatures between
the two plasmas enables us to reach a much better fit with
χ2/dof =1387/690. The corresponding best-fit parameter
values are reported in the first row of Table 2. We have
plotted in Fig. 5 the corresponding unfolded best-fit model.
The two plasmas clearly have different characteristics.
The warm corona is optically thick with τwc∼20, a tem-
perature kTwc on the order of 600 eV and a soft-photon
temperature Tbb,wc ∼3 eV. In contrast, the hot corona is
optically thin τhc∼0.6, with a temperature kThc of about
100 keV and a soft-photon temperature Tbb,hc∼100 eV.
In this model, the optical/UV data are entirely fitted
by the low-energy part of the warm plasma emission (see
Fig. 5). The soft-photon bump of the hot corona, instead,
peaks in the soft X-ray range and contributes to the soft
X-ray excess. The soft-photon temperature of ∼100 eV
suggests that the hot corona is localized in the inner
region of the accretion flow compared to the warm corona;
however, a 100 eV temperature is large for a “standard”
accretion disk around a ∼ 108 M" black hole. This point
is discussed in Sect. 6.2.1.
The value of 100 keV for the hot corona temperature
is compatible with the lower limit on the high-energy
cut-off Ec >200 keV obtained when fitting with a cut-off
power-law shape for the primary continuum (see Sect. 5.1).
Indeed, as said in the introduction, the cut-off spectral
shape of a Comptonization spectrum differs from an expo-
nential cut-off and, roughly speaking, Ec is generally about
a factor 2 or 3 larger than the “real” corona temperature.
Thus Ec > 200 keV agrees with a corona temperature of
∼100 keV.
The fit of the total spectrum is still statistically not
acceptable, however, with the presence of strong features
in the data/model ratio, especially in the soft X-rays. The
FUSE points are also slightly below the best-fit model (see
Fig. 5). A possible reason for these discrepancies, given that
the fits are reasonably good for each individual observation
(see next section), could be the source spectral variability.
The total spectrum is then a mix of different spectral states
that cannot be easily fit with “steady-state” components.
5.2.4. Individual observations
We repeated the same fitting procedure for the ten different
observations, letting Tbb,hc and Tbb,wc free to vary inde-
pendently. As in Sect. 5.1.2, the pexmon normalization is
fixed to the best-fit value obtained with the total spectrum.
The best-fit parameters for each pointing are reported in
Table 2. The 90% contour plots of the temperature vs. the
optical depth are plotted in Fig. 6 for both coronae and for
the ten observations. The errors reported in Table 2 are
computed from these contour plots and not from the error
command of xspec. Indeed, the shape of the χ2 surface
is relatively complex for the models used, and confidence
intervals are found better by determining the locus of
constant ∆χ2 than by the use of the error command.
The time evolutions of the different best-fit parameters
are plotted in Fig. 7. For each parameter we have overplot-
ted their weighted average value with the corresponding
±1σ uncertainties. All the light curves are inconsistent
with a constant at more than 99% confidence except for the
temperature, optical depth, and soft photon temperature
of the warm corona.
5.2.5. Heating and cooling
We call Ltot the total corona luminosity and Ls the
intercepted soft-photon luminosity, i.e., the part of the
soft-photon luminosity emitted by the cold phase that
effectively enters and cools the corona. The difference
Ltot − Ls then corresponds to the intrinsic heating power
provided by the corona to comptonize the seed’s soft
photons. The ratio Ltot/Ls is called the Compton amplifi-
cation ratio.
From our best fits obtained for each observation, we can
estimate the seed’s soft-photon luminosity Ls that enters
both coronae. Indeed, the number of photons is conserved in
the Comptonization process. Consequently, from the num-
ber of photons measured in our nthcomp and compps
model components and the temperature of the soft-photon
field, we can deduce (assuming a multicolor-disk distribu-
tion) the corresponding soft-photon luminosity that crosses
and cools each corona (see App. B). In this reasoning, we
assume that no extra component participates in the ob-
served opt-UV emission apart the Comptonization spectra.
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with the same 2-10 keV slope obtained with differen combinations of these two parameters ( .g.
[7]). We also assume a slab geometry for the corona-disk system.
The iron line: Following the results obtained by [9], we use PEXMON [5] to fit the narrow core
of the iron line and a Gaussian to fit a broad-line component if needed.
3.2 Results
The two plasmas have different parameters (see light curve on Fig. 2a). The WARM corona
is optically thick with τwc∼20, a temperature kTwc on the order of 600 eV and a soft-photon tem-
perature Tbb,wc ∼3 eV. In contrast, the HOT corona is optically thin τhc∼0.6, with a temperature
kThc of about 100 keV and a soft-photon temperature Tbb,hc∼100 eV. In this model (see Fig. 2b),
the optical/UV data are entirely fitted by the low-energy part of the WARM plasma emission. The
soft-photon bump of the HOT corona, instead, peaks in the soft X-ray range and contributes to the
soft X-ray excess. The soft-photon temperature of ∼100 eV suggests that the HOT corona is local-
ized in the inner region of the accretion flow compared to the WARM corona; however, a 100 eV
temperature is large for a “standard” accretion disk around a ∼ 108 M black hole.
We call Ltot the total corona luminosity and Ls the intercepted soft-photon luminosity, i.e., the
part of the soft-photon luminosity emitted by the cold phase that effectively enters and cools the
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Figure 3: A sketch of the accretion flow geometry in the inner region of the galaxy Mrk 509. The HOT corona, 
producing the hard X-ray emission, has a temperature of ~100 keV and optical depth ~ 0.5. It is localized in the 
inner part of the accretion flow (R<Rin) and illuminates the accretion disk beyond Rin, helping to form a WARM 
layer at the disk surface. This WARM component has a temperature of ~1 keV and an optical depth ~15 and 
produces the optical-UV up to soft X-ray emission. It  extends over a large part of the accretion flow, heating the 
deeper layers and comptonizing their optical-UV emission. In return, part of this emission enters and cools the 
HOT corona.
corona. The difference Ltot −Ls then corresponds to the intrinsic heating power provided by the
corona to comptonize the seed’s soft photons. The ratio Ltot/Ls is called the Compton amplifica-
tion ratio. We have plotted the values of the amplification ratios for the ten observations, in Fig.
2c. The WARM and HOT coronae have clearly different amplification ratios. This is remarkably
constant and equal to ∼2 for the WARM plasma as expected given its large optical depth (see [8])
and in between 5-15 for the HOT corona, with a significant decrease between Obs 3 and 6.
From these different results, a tentative toy picture of the overall configuration of the very inner
regions of Mrk 509 could be the following (see also [2]): a HOT corona (Te ∼ 100 keV, τ=0.5) fills
the inner part of the accretion flow, below say Rin. It illuminates the outer part of the disk and
contributes to the formation of a warm upper layer (Te ∼ 1 keV, τ=20) on the disk beyond Rin,
the WARM corona. This WARM corona also possesses its own heating process, potentially through
dissipation of magnetic field at the disk surface. It heats the deeper layers of the accretion disk,
which then radiates like a black body (at Tbb ∼3 eV). This WARM corona upscatters these optical-
UV photons up to the soft X-ray, a small part of them entering and cooling the HOT corona. The
small solid angle under which the hot flow sees the warm plasma agrees with the large amplification
ratio of ∼5–10 estimated from our fits. The 100 eV temperature obtained by our XSPEC modeling
would be explained by the fact that XSPEC would try to mimic the WARM plasma emission, which
covers an energy range between ∼ 1 eV and ∼ 1 keV, with the multicolor-disk spectral energy
distribution of the seed soft photons available in COMPPS. A tentative sketch is shown in Fig. 3.
4. Conclusions
Mrk 509 was monitored simultaneously with XMM-Newton and INTEGRAL for one month
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in late 2009, with one observation every four days for a total of ten observations. A series of pa-
pers has already been published using these data focusing on different aspects of the campaign.
Here we analyzed the broad-band optical/UV/X-ray/gamma-ray continuum of the source during
this monitoring. Our main effort was to adopt realistic Comptonization models to fit the primary
continuum, the accretion disk, and the soft X-ray excess.We obtained a relatively good fit to the
data by assuming the existence of two clearly different media: a hot (kT ∼ 100 keV), optically-thin
(τ ∼ 0.5) corona for the primary continuum emission, and a warm (kT ∼ 1 keV), optically-thick
(τ ∼ 10-20) plasma for the optical-UV to soft X-ray emission.
These two media have very different geometries: the WARM corona covers a large part of the
accretion disk, the disk radiation being dominated by the reprocessing of the WARM corona emis-
sion. The WARM corona could be the warm upper layer of the accretion disk. The temperature
of the soft-photon field cooling it is on the order of 3 eV. In contrast, the HOT corona has a more
photon-starved geometry and can be the inner part of the accretion flow. The transition radius Rin
between the outer disk/WARM plasma and the HOT inner corona is estimated to be around 10–20
Rg. The variation in M˙ but also in Rin would be at the origin of the variation in the coronae lumi-
nosities, the variation in Rin also producing the variation in the HOT corona amplification ratio. The
spectral and flux variation in the HOT corona are also consistent with a pair-dominated plasma.
These different conclusions may depend at some level on the choice of our modelling. For
example, we do not include blurred ionized reflection, while part of the soft X-ray excess could be
produced by this component. On the typical time scale (∼ day) of this campaign, however, it does
not seem to play a major role and Comptonization in a WARM plasma, covering the accretion disk,
appears the most natural explanation for the soft X-ray excess in Mrk 509.
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